Support Measures for Ukrainian evacuees
○ A one-stop consultation service has been established
○ Prefectural housing is available free of charge for those in need of housing
○ Hyogo hometown tax and donation will support Ukrainian evacuees
Consultation service
１

Name:

Consultation service for Ukrainian evacuees and others
affected by the crisis
(Information and Advisory Service[Hyogo International Association] )

２

Contact:

Kobe Crystal Tower 6F, 1-1-3 Higashi-Kawasaki-cho, Chuo-ku, Kobe 650-0044

TEL：078-382-2052
３

Hours:

Monday thru Friday 9:00～17:00

４

Languages:English,

Japanese, Ukrainian*, Russian, etc. 22

languages in total

*Ukrainian available through commissioned interpreters.

５

Fields:

Living, housing**, medical care, employment/work,
social security, status of residence (immigration), education, etc.
**Prefectural housing will be available free of charge.

６

Starts:

Thursday, March 10, 2022

Support Measures for Ukrainian evacuees
○ A support system will be established in Hyogo to host Ukrainian evacuees,
etc. and to enable them to lead a comfortable living through public-private
collaborative efforts.
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Support Measures for Ukrainian evacuees
Hyogo hometown tax
１

Name:

Emergency support project for Ukraine

２

Usage:

Relief goods for Ukraine, humanitarian support including
livelihood support for Ukrainian evacueesin Hyogo

３

Starts:

Thursday, March 10, 2022

４

Platform:

Hometown tax donation sites
(“Furusato Choice”, ”The Rakuten FurusatoNozei”)

５

Others:

※Both individuals and
corporations in and
outside Hyogo are
subject to tax deduction,
etc.

Thank-you gift：None
Individual donors: Subject to residenttaxdeduction
Corporate donors: Subject to deduction from corporate tax

Donation boxes
１
２
３

Purpose: To deliver donation from citizens, etc. to Ukrainian evacuees,
etc., donation boxes will be placed at Pref. Gov. building lobbies.
Period:
From Thursday, March 10, 2022
Usage of the donation: To support livelihood of Ukrainian evacuees, etc.
during their temporary living in Hyogo.

